
Logos Steering Committee Meeting 

7:00 p.m. Tuesday, October 11, 2022 

Google Meet https://meet.google.com/fbz-ooyd-vfd 

1.     Welcome and Prayer: Tara Kwasney 

 2.     Determination of Committee Roles for the 2022-2023 school year 

 Chair: works with Logos Coordinator to set agenda and meeting dates, chairs 

the meetings, checks in on action items, often facilitates fellowship events   

Tara will continue as Chair 

Secretary: keeps minutes of the Committee Meetings (minutes are submitted 

to Coordinator and Chair for approval then posted on JMD website)    

**no volunteers yet. Taya will do for this meeting 

  

 3.     Staff Update: Mr. Aaron Wong, Coordinator of the Logos Program 

   

4.     Support for the Program 

-         Reverse trick or treat Oct 31?  Logos will not be participating in the 

costume parties for Halloween.  Aaron will talk to staff about other ideas. 

Brandi suggested the Logos committee take the lead on any larger events 

for Halloween for next year. This year is too close to plan anything.  

Action item:  we will need to start planning the halloween alternative event 

before the end of school year THIS year.  

 



This year: Individual teachers will plan their own alternative activities.  For jr 

high, possibly a movie. Possibly landmark but funding is a question. ($9 pp) 

-         Rake & Run?  Probably not this year, but looking into future 

Garbage clean up in Jensen lakes area? Nov 1?  Aaron will advise if parent 

help is needed.  

- Aaron is suggesting making it optional for teachers, to ask them for their 

input.  

- Helen suggesting regular occurrance, rather than one day blitz.  School has 

supplies for this 

-         Chapel ideas. Is there a budget at all?   

- Challenge to find musicians.   Aaron has a team of kids who did the praise 

service in Sept. We have partnered with StAAC. They will come in 4 times 

throughout the year with a band. Possibly going into the church once as 

well.  

- Jr highs leading both praise services would be optimal, perhaps.  

-next praise service Oct 27- all grades together. Monthly chapels will 

alternate between divided K-5 & 6-9, and being K-9.  

- many parents offered to help with worship, all interested are asked to 

contact Mr. Wong. 

 

Christmas-  

-Jr high pancake breakfast? 

-Helen spoke to school traditions conversations that have been happening 

with staff and students.  



  

 5.     Fellowship/Connection Ideas 

-         Can we use the school on a Thursday evening?  

Yes. Just need to communicate with office for needs and to connect with 

custodial staff who work in evening. 

- 

-         Logos Christmas gathering 

 Tara is suggesting a Logos family event on Dec 15- possibly caroling and hot 

chocolate. Does this day work for people?  Asking for suggestions for content. Will 

use FB group. 

6.     Promotion of the Logos Program 

-         Logos t-shirts 

o   possibly ask digital arts students to help design? 

Tara posed the question asking if anyone has an “in” with printing for 

shirts.   Aaron suggested a specific student parent might be an 

option 

Nikki W suggested stickers for chromebooks /waterbottles etc. 

Discussion about a new logo revamp.  Looking for suggestions on 

graphic designers. Is there someone in the parent community?  

What do we want on the logo?  Helen is suggesting the graphic 

designer from the division if we include SAPS  

  

7.     Other Business 



Question from parent:  This is totally off topic but I was just wondering about 

music being played in classes and if there are any specific Logos guidelines 

surrounding that?  (she had a concern about a song played in her daughter’s 

class) 

- Answer- Aaron affirmed that we want to honor God in the program and if 

there are any concerns, go directly to the teacher and then to Aaron or Helen 

if there are greater concerns.  There is no “rule” but Aaron would expect 

teachers to be using discretion when choosing music in the classroom.  
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